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CoRoT - in brief
A French/European/Brazilian mission
(France : 80%)
Operations started on Jan 2007
March 2010 : end of the nominal mission
March 2013 : end of the first extended
mission
March 2016 : end of the second extended
mission

Observations zone 2 start

March 2009 : DPU1 stopped
November 2012 : DPU2 stopped
Reconfiguration of the spacecraft on going

180 ° Rotation

Sun

Core Program :
• stellar structure - asteroseismology
• planet search - transit method
• stellar physics

Earth Orbit

Observations zone 1
Plane of the orbit
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CoRoT exo-workers
the brains of CoRoT
France :
IAS : P. Bordé, A. Léger, M. Ollivier, C. Cavarroc
LAM : C. Moutou, M. Deleuil, A. Bonomo, J.C. Gazzano, A. Santerne, P. Guterman,
L. Jorda, P. Barge, J.M. Almenara, C. Damiani
OHP : F. Bouchy, G. Hébrard, R. Diaz
LESIA : D. Rouan, B. Samuel, A. Baglin, M. Auvergne
Luth : J. Schneider
Obs Nice : T. Guillot
CNES project and operation team
Germany :
A. Erikson, E. Guenther, A. Hatzes, M. Paetzold, H. Rauer, J. Cabrera, T.
Pasternacki, G. Wuchterl, S. Csizmadia, L. Carone, S. Grizwa
Spain :
H. Deeg, B. Tingley, H. Parviainen
England :
S. Aigrain, N. Gibson
ESA :
M. Fridlund, D. Gandolfi, S. Carpano
Belgium :
M. Gillon
Geneva :
D. Queloz, R. Alonso
USA :
M. Endl, D. Ciardi, W. Cochran, A. Shporer
Tel Aviv :
T. Mazeh, A. Ofir, L. Tal-or
Brasil :
S. Ferraz-Mello

Exoplanet Team
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Observations
26 exoplanet fields located in two continuous viewing zones
Run duration : flexible - 21 days to 152 days
Duty cycle ≳ 91%
Possibility to re-observe the same field : CoRoT-7 & CoRoT-9
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Stellar population
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163 664 light curves (oct 2012)
11.5 ≤ r-mag ≤ 16.
42 500 targets are classified as
FGKM dwarf (class V) based on
color separation
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Fig. 1. J − K versus J color–magnitude diagram of the 6974 stars
SRc01 field. Dwarf and giants stars are most likely to be found to
left and right, respectively.
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from the CoRoT lightcurves, as well as the subsequent groun
based follow-up observations performed for a number of tho
candidates to determine their true character. The final yield
that process was that among the 6974 SRc01 targets observ
by CoRoT, we identified 51 transit candidates and 139 eclipsi
binaries. Follow-up observations were started for the candida
and a non-planetary nature has so far been established in sev
cases. The remaining candidates are unresolved pending futu
observations.

2. Field characterization

IRa01 SRc01 LRc01 LRa01 SRa01 LRc02 SRc02 SRa02 LRa02 LRc03 LRc04 LRa03 SRa03 LRc05 LRc06 LRa04 LRa05 LRc07 LRc08
Number of dwarfs (per CCD)

The CoRoT SRc01 pointing was primarily chosen to cover st

Transit detection
No official CoRoT pipeline in charge of the transit detection but
different teams in labs
Different detrending techniques and detection algorithms

Bonomo et al., 2012
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Transit ghost signals
25 candidates excluded
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Assessing the detection capability

Bonomo et al., 2012

Simulations based on real 130-days LC of G & K dwarfs in 6 long
runs with simulated transits
60 % of 2 - 4 R⊕ planets in short periods are detected
10 % of 1.3 - 2 R⊕ planets
under-detection of Neptunes compared to Kepler: 12±2 expected,
1-6 detected
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Transit signals in real light curves
candidates

3472 transit-like signals in the 19th first runs:
• 2886 eclipsing binaries - 83%
• 567 candidates flagged for follow-up observations
27 single transit events - 5%
observed
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Follow-up observations
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ms of CoRoT: a huge follow-up effort

Filtering out the candidates

ghts of RV since Feb 2007 inc. long term
~140 nights of imaging inc. AO

Eclipsing
Binary

Planet

Diluted
binary star

•

high contrast imaging : a
few nights of 8-m telescope

• photometric observations : more
than 200 nighs of 1-m telescope

A&A 539, A14 (2012)
Table 4. Radial-velocity measurements of E1 2630.
BJD-2 400 000
55 063.61054
55 064.64912
55 066.59265

RV
σ
−1
[km s−1 ]
[km s ]
HARPS
–23.1961
0.0827
–23.0967
0.0401
–23.1767
0.0526

Instrumental
mode
HAM
HAM
HAM

in the CCF was detected. The target is also a hot star or a very
fast rotator. The cause of the transit could not be determined by
RV measurements.
SRc01 E1 2322 – MON – 0211657825

• radial velocity (RV) measurements
The candidate E1 2322 has a 0.35% deep and 2.246 days pe-

riod and was observed with HARPS on 21 and 24 June 2009. A
first analysis of the J.CCF
shows a single peak caused by Moon
Cabrera et al.: Transiting exoplanets from the CoRoT space mission
background light
contamination. After correcting
this contamispectroscopic
analysis
nation, there is no longer a peak in the CCF, which indicates that
the target is also a hot star or a very fast rotator, thereby making
precise RV measurements difficult. Unfortunately, a later reanalysis of the photometric CoRoT lightcurve revealed that the light
from the bright eclipsing binary SRc01 E1 0198 contaminated
the nearby masks of the candidates E1 2322 (at 27"" ) and E1
4746 (at 16"" ), because both share the ephemeris of the eclipsing
binary. Therefore, these candidates were resolved with the help
of CoRoT on-off photometry. This is one of the consequences
of the severe crowding of this particular area in the SRc01 field
and was not realized at an earlier stage of the mission because of

•

Friday,
Fig.
5.December
Result of28,
the12CCF between the HARPS spectrum of E1 3860 and

Fig. 3. Detail of the Keck spectrum of CoRoT-13 around the pressure-sensitive Ca line at 6162 Å. The synthetic spectrum is shown with a dashed

Crowding of the field : an issue

Deleuil et al., 2009

Figure 2: (Top) Ground-based image of a typical anticenter (left) or center (right) field within
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ms of CoRoT: a huge follow-up effort

Filtering out the candidates

ghts of RV since Feb 2007 inc. long term
~140 nights of imaging inc. AO

Eclipsing
Binary

Planet

Diluted
binary star

•

• photometric observations

high contrast imaging

A&A 539, A14 (2012)
Table 4. Radial-velocity measurements of E1 2630.
BJD-2 400 000
55 063.61054
55 064.64912
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σ
−1
[km s−1 ]
[km s ]
HARPS
–23.1961
0.0827
–23.0967
0.0401
–23.1767
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in the CCF was detected. The target is also a hot star or a very
fast rotator. The cause of the transit could not be determined by
RV measurements.
SRc01 E1 2322 – MON – 0211657825

: ~ 350
nights
• radial velocity (RV) measurements
The candidate
E1 2322
has a 0.35% deep and 2.246 days pe-

riod and was observed with HARPS on 21 and 24 June 2009. A
first analysis of the J.CCF
shows a single peak caused by Moon
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precise RV measurements difficult. Unfortunately, a later reanalysis of the photometric CoRoT lightcurve revealed that the light
from the bright eclipsing binary SRc01 E1 0198 contaminated
the nearby masks of the candidates E1 2322 (at 27"" ) and E1
4746 (at 16"" ), because both share the ephemeris of the eclipsing
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Fig. 3. Detail of the Keck spectrum of CoRoT-13 around the pressure-sensitive Ca line at 6162 Å. The synthetic spectrum is shown with a dashed

Follow-up observations
64 % of the candidates observed by ground-based facilities (327)
72% in the anti-center and 58 % in the center fields
LRc06 : 25% of the candidates followed up, 95% in the LRa02
51.3 %
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Outcomes of follow-up observations

unresolved : no follow-up observations or inconclusive observations
Planets : ~ 6%
86 % of resolved configurations are FP
No major difference between the center and the anti center
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False positive
SB = eclipsing binary
Hot/Fast : transits could be those of a small star, a planet or due to a
contaminating EB = unresolved cases
CEB
Unresolved
+ Hot/Fast
Unresolved
+ Hot/Fast
EB + SB

EB + SB

Unresolved
+ Hot/Fast

EB + SB

Assuming unresolved distributed as planets and CEB, false positives
would be 77 % of the total number of candidates
➙ not all the planets have been identified as such.
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Candidates flagging
Automated software developed by Suzanne
Aigrain
Need a first screening of the candidates with
period, T0, depth & duration pre estimates
Transit model : Mandel & Algol formalism with
limb darkening coefficients fixed at the values for
a Sun-like star (Sing 2010)
+ additional physical parameters (Seager &
Mallen-Ornelas, 2003)
6 binary flags :
- low confidence detection
- secondary detection
- odd/even depth differences
- colour depth differences
- long transit
- v-shaped
re-analysis of all the candidates done
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secondary

odd/even

colour

Comparison with results from
follow-up observations
➙ promising for FUp
observation strategy
CEB

➙ conservative approach :
candidates with number of
flag ≤ 1
FP : 86 %
10 to 15 planets expected
among unresolved
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CoRoT exoplanets highlights

CoRoT
Kepler
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Synergy with ground-based
observations

M. Deleuil: CoRoT-20b: A very high density, high eccentricity transiting planet

2010). Assuming that the transit timing precision can be forced
down to 5 sec in the future, this O − C value will be reached in
45 years from now.
Turning to the evolution of the eccentricity during the circularization process, it has two consequences. First the occurrence of the secondary eclipse will change. The displacement
D of the secondary from phase 0.5 is given by (eqn 1 and 2
Borkovits, 2004, e.g.). The previous results of the tidal evomass-radius
diagram
for transiting
planets
lution calculations
indicated
ė = −4.5
10−5 1/Myr
and Ṗ =
−3
−1.5 10 days/Myr. Assuming a constant ω, we have that
Ḋ = −37.56 10−5 days/Myr or Ḋ = −9.53 10−12 days/cycle.
0.25 ρJup
This variation is of the same order as the previous
one caused by
the decreasing semi-major axis, so it would be observable within
a century, too.
For the second effect, that is the circularization of the orbit, one can also consider the occurrence of a small precession
of the orbit. This effect is hardly observable, but interesting on
the theoretical side, since the transit occurs at the true anomaly
v = 90◦ − ω where ω is the argument of periastrion. The later is
also subject to variations because of theory of general relativity
but also because the tidal effects force the apsidal line to rotate.
However, this variation has a different time-scale. We thus do
not take this into account here, even if tidal forces also cause a
small precession
of the orbit showing that ω̇ is not zero. So if e
C-13
decreases due to circularization, and even if ω is constant, then
at the epoch of transit the eccentric anomaly will increase and
hence the mean anomaly at transit will occur later. However, a
first estimation shows that this effect may be negligible in a ten
year timescale.

J. Cabrera et al.: Transiting exoplanets from the CoRoT
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6.2. Internal structure
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Cabrera et al.,
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ρJup
Fig. 10. Evolution of the size of CoRoT-20b (in Jupiter units) as a func2 ρage
tion of
Jup(in billion years), compared to constraints inferred from
CoRoT photometry, spectroscopy, radial velocimetry and stellar evolution models. Green, blue and yellow regions correspond to the planetary radii and ages that result from stellar evolution models matching
the inferred ρ$ - Teff - [Fe/H] uncertainty ellipse within 1σ, 2σ and
3σ, respectively. Planetary evolution models for a planet with a solarcomposition envelope over a central dense core of variable mass (0, 400,
800, and 1000 M⊕ as labelled) are shown as dashed lines. These models also assume that 1% of the incoming stellar irradiation is dissipated
deep into the interior of the planet.

C-20

of modified atmospheric properties are limited for objects with
the mass of CoRoT-20b (i.e. standard radii for objects of this
CoRoT-20b is a massive hot-Jupiter with a mass of 4.24 MJup and
mass
0.5a radius of
1.00.84 M 1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5 range from
4.0 1.05 to 1.20 RJup ). By artificially lowering the
Jup . Given the large planetary mass, this small
infrared atmospheric opacity by a factor 1000 (not shown), we
mass (MJup
)
size is surprising. Among Jupiter-mass
planets,
only HAT-P-20b
were able to decrease the 1σ upper limit to the core mass from
2011 (Bakos et al., 2010) has a comparable size, i.e. 0.867 ± 0.033 Deleuil
650 to 390
small change compared to huge and unphysical
etMal.,
⊕ , a 2012
RJup .
decrease in the opacity.
To investigate the internal structure of CoRoT-20b, we comOn the other hand, one strong assumption in our study is that

Multi-planet systems with CoRoT

1RNeptu

1R

CoRoT-7 b & non-transiting c (Queloz et al 09)
CoRoT-24 b & c (Alonso et al subm)

R1=3.7R⊕ P=5.1d
R2=5.0R⊕ P=11.8d
masses of ~ 40M⊕

Numerous in the low mass, long period ranges
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6 years of CoRoT
• in operation Jan 2007 to Nov 2012. Extended to 2013 and again (June
2012) to 2015. Good photometric performances still after 6 years.
Operations to restore communication with the instrument on going

• 163 664 light curves collected; 3469 transit-like signals detected, 567
candidates

• Huge effort in follow-up observations
- 2 third of the candidates were followed up
- 40 % remains unresolved, others have their nature pinpointed.

Among these unresolved cases, planets are still to be identified as
such
- confirmation & characterization of planets - difficulty for small
planets around faint stars. Limited by complementary observations
performances
- 24 planets and 2 brown dwarfs that provide key M-R- constraints in
an extended space parameters of planet diversity (and a few others to
come soon)
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